The Violet Nines
Members

Hayley Lewis // Vocals
Nick Eagon // Guitar + Vocals
Delon Smith // Bass + Vocals

A vibrant outfit with alt sounds fused with funk, pop and R&B
Minneapolis, MN

Austin Kurtz // Drums + Percussion
Benjamin Cline // Saxophone + Keys

Story
With humble beginnings in the Minneapolis bar scene (at times, playing 3+ hours of music straight), then soloist
Nick Eagon crossed paths with a man who asked for advice. The gentleman wanted to know the ins and outs
of the scene, to help his daughter who was starting out. Half a week later, serendipity struck.
Just 3 days prior to a show at the legendary First Avenue 7th St. Entry in Minneapolis, MN, the band’s thenlead singer had to drop out, leaving the band in a dilemma. With recency top of mind, and having never heard
her sing, Eagon extended the invite to Hayley Lewis (the daughter) to fill in for the show.
Hayley immediately accepted. Nick tried to keep it low key, downplaying the significance of the First Ave
(“forget that Prince made Purple Rain, the cinematic masterpiece, here”). He even told her she could bring the
lyrics on stage, given there was only 3 days to learn 8 songs. Not only did Lewis memorize every word, she
added her own flare to the tunes, giving them new life and instantly – The Violet Nines were born.
The Violet Nines name came from an exportation in 1950s slang. The group thought, “maybe there’s something
cool in here, that’s been otherwise forgotten.” The sputnik-era word they really liked was ultraviolet. At the
same time, one member had a ritual of listening to The Beatles’ “Tomorrow Never Knows” every morning for
days on end. Paying homage to John Lennon, who’s favorite number was “numba 9” (*said in Revolution 9
voice), the group landed on The Violet Nines.
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Press

“that whole ‘everything in its right place’ effect that occurs when a group of players are truly all on
the same page and united in their vision”
⏤ JER, SLEEPING BAG STUDIOS
”…with their tantalizing combination of strong lyrics and powerful instrumentals, The Violet Nines
perfect a diverse blend of musical influences, bringing passion and focus to their sound"
⏤ THE BANDCAMP DIARIES
”smooth and sensual but it is also confident and commercial, the perfect pitch between chart
territory and a more interesting, more underground roots world"
⏤ DAVE FRANKLIN, DANCING ABOUT ARCHITECTURE
”know this: There’s a strong 80s vibe running through The Violet Nines’ music"
⏤ DAN MACINTOSH, SKOPE MAGAZINE
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